CHRISTIES BEACH PRIMARY SCHOOL
DRESS CODE

Why Have a Dress Code?

- It promotes a sense of belonging and pride in the school and community.
- It gives the school a unique identity.
- It creates a sense of equity for the students.
- It is practical in its application to a wide range of physical activities and weather conditions.
- It is appropriate to offer students a wide range of choices to suit activities.
- It ensures students observe health, safety and decency standards.
- It eliminates competition for brand name and ‘fad’ clothing and the wearing of inappropriate clothes and accessories.

There is an expectation at Christies Beach Primary School that all students wear a school uniform. Clothing with non-school logos (e.g. Nike, Adidas) is not acceptable.

The Governing Council has approved the Uniform Policy and expects compliance by students, parents and staff.

Compliance Obligations

Any student not wearing full school uniform who:

(a) Has a note of explanation from home, will be provided with a loan uniform.
(b) Does not have a note of explanation from home, will be provided with a loan uniform and parents/caregivers will be contacted by letter, diary note or phone if student persistently breaches the school dress code.

Parents are asked to contact the school if there are extraordinary circumstances preventing students wearing the school uniform on a particular day.

CHRISTIES BEACH PRIMARY SCHOOL UNIFORM

GIRLS UNIFORM

Summer Dress: Green checks CBPS summer dress.
Skort/Skirt CBPS bottle green or grey
Shorts: Dark grey or green shorts
Polo Shirt: Green with gold contracting logo and CBPS on collar or green polo.
Windcheater: As per uniform shop or BOTTLE GREEN ONLY.
Pants: Bottle green or dark grey micro fibre, fleece or dark grey cargo pants
Sports Shorts (sports uniform): Green parachute shorts with CBPS logo.
Sports Top (sports uniform): Green and gold sports top with CBPS logo.
Hat: Choice of green CBPS broad brim or legionnaire hat.
Scarf: Green Polar fleece with CBPS embroidered logo.
Socks: White or school colour socks.
Winter Tights: Grey or green, not leggings.

BOYS UNIFORM

Shorts: Dark grey or green
Polo Shirt: Green with gold contrasting logo and CBPS on collar or green polo.
Windcheater: As per uniform shop or BOTTLE GREEN ONLY.
Pants: Bottle green or dark grey micro fibre, fleece or dark grey cargo pants
Sports Shorts (sports uniform): Green parachute shorts with CBPS logo.
Sports Top (sports uniform): Green and gold sports top with CBPS logo.
Hat: Choice of green CBPS broad brim or legionnaire hat.
Socks: White or school colour socks.

Year 7 tops Each year the year 7 students have the opportunity to have their own polo tops and jumpers.
**Jewellery**
Due to Occupational Health and Safety, only basic jewellery (e.g. watch, stud/sleeper earrings) can be worn. Facial piercing must be covered at all times. Charity wristbands are allowed to be worn for one-week duration of the fundraiser.

**Hair**
Hair is encouraged to be tied back for safety reasons and to help control the spread of head lice. Headbands, ribbons and scrunchies need to be in school colours. Dying hair with bright colours is discouraged.

**Make-up**
All make-up including nail polish and temporary tattoos are not acceptable.

**Footwear**
Footwear needs to be suitable for physical activities. White soled shoes are encouraged to protect the surface of the gymnasium floor. Thongs, slip-ons, heels and platforms are not acceptable for safety reasons. Appropriate socks are desirable.

**Hats**
In line with DECS Sun Protection Policy, CBPS encourages the wearing of hats which offer protection to the face, ears and back of the neck. Broad brim or legionnaire Christies Beach Primary School hats (sun-safe hats) are to be worn at recess, lunch and during outdoor school activities. Students will be notified during certain times of the year when they will not be required to wear a hat.

*Please contact the Principal if you have any queries or concerns with regards to the Uniform Policy.*

Students wearing a variety of the uniform options.

Students in Year 7 have their own polo tops and jumpers.